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2019 brought changes to OFOSA’s business 
operations,  but not our MISSION! 

Because of generous donors and grantors, we were 
able to lease a space in Hillsboro, OR to serve as our 
Administrative and Surgical offices.  We also added 

a part-time employee to take over the Cat 
Coordinator position. These changes have 

streamlined our intake and surgical efforts and given 
us space to house medical cases that cannot reside in 

a foster home.
Here’s a recap of the last 12 months…

Adoptions -716 Surgeries- 785 Transports – 770



Overall Live Release Rate:
99.03%
Canine Live Release Rate:
99.24%
Feline Live Release Rate:
98.91%
*live release rate is calculated
by dividing number of
adoptions by number
of adoptions plus number
of euthanasia



ADOPTIONS
OUR ULTIMATE MISSION



Corporate Foster/Adoption Partner
To date, we have been able

To find 74 dogs their
Forever homes through

This partnership!

Fido’s has also served as a wonderful
Event and Fundraising partner!



OFOSA Adoption Testimonials

“We adopted our little Louis, a brindle Chihuahua from OFOSA. He is the sweetest.  The team was 
very helpful in finding us the perfect match.  Thank you!”
~Linda Gibson

“I adopted a senior cat named Mack. It has been a great experience. I’m so happy I found my cat! 
The process was easy to handle but thorough. The volunteer was very knowledgeable and so 
helpful. It was a nice bonus getting the coupon book from Petsmart to help with the costs of all 
the cat supplies. Mack has settled in quickly and already has a favorite spot on the couch looking 
out the window. I will definitely go through Friends of Shelter animals in the future.
~Jordan Lau

“Such caring volunteers who work their tails off! Chris helped me personally through a sad loss and 
then assisted with finding the perfect kitten that blended into our home perfectly! Thank you for 
saving lives and sharing joy!”
~Leslie Frederick

“We had a great experience adopting from OFOSA. Tracy was quick to reply, kind, and 

gave us all the information we needed. We would definitely go through them again in the 

future!”

~Megan Thorpe`

Thank you for bringing joy to a veteran in need of a companion😊❤️

~Tanya Cjhaney Young



TRANSPORT

OFOSA rescues animals from  
all over California and Pacific  
Northwest high kill shelters to  
follow our hearts and our  
mission. Some of the animals 
come from as far away as 
Korea and Taiwan.



Community Support

.



Grant Support

New Administrative &
Surgical Offices!



MEDICAL CASES

The most at-risk animals in 
a high kill shelter are the
ones with an illness or 
injury.  Because of our 
awesome supporters, we 
were able to rescue and 
save over 55 at-risk dogs 
and cats, restore them to 
health, and find them 
forever homes!
Here are a few of the cases 
we worked on this year!

LUIGI



MEDICAL CASES

PRECIOUS



MEDICAL CASES

GIGI



MEDICAL CASES

FROZONE



MEDICAL CASES



THANK YOU!


